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Dear Harold, 

Thinks for the possible sources on Osanka. He s turning out to be an interesting bird. The White House denies any knowledge that he ever worked for them. He once claimed to be a S. East asia and "domestic problems." expert. Putting those two areas of expertise together one comes up with interesting possibilities. 
I'll copy Sherwin's thing as soon as I have the stomach to open$12, my file again. After two days of listening, I'm blocking. We have a super new Xerox that copies fotos and so on. 

I sparted out looking into our own domestic spooks and 	began getting snifs that perhaps perhaps they won't turn out to be domestic. If thats vague it should be. 

LARRY S. FINLEY 
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I bought a new tape deck for my stereo, 
so now I can turn out rather pro-type dubs. 
On records or radio its impossible to tell 
the difference. 

I've got so many irons in the fire right 
now. I cateinto a guy who is being used by local narcs as a spy, who's ready to spill 
his guts. He was busted and they said if he 
would turn in friends etc then they wouldn't 
etc, etc. 

The other movie is The Parallax View, 
starring Warren Beatty. They began shooting 
(so to speak) 	2. 

I've bee 	 the W. Clement Stone 
people about t e s ,000 they got from 
Creep. They fina ly admitted that it came 
in $100 bills irk a plain brown by private 
messenger. Said; they didn't get the messengers name, and that `he isn't anyone they have 
seen on TW Watirgate yet. They did not record 
numbers on th# bills. Said they just put into 
bank. I don't' believe them. Why does a guy 
who gives Ni& $2 mill and charities $5 mill need $15,000 in untracable money from D.C. 
Went to a lot of trouble for so little. 

LARRY S. FINLEY 
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I also found ADE a source who sd he can 
give me Segretti's old roommate from the 
military. I don't know what the guy has to 
say but it would be worth the trouble. 

Sherman's theory abt. Bud really is very 
logical for him. What better way to cover 
up something than to centralize the efforts 
to uncover it in one of your own people? I 
don't believe it but I can see how he can 
turn paranoia into gospel. The piece is 2 
pages tab paper size and rather amazing. 

Sherman has gotten himself involved with 
some minor underworld people who may prove 
to be his final undoing. They are also from 
Indiana where they lack the sophistication 
of Chicago. I wish you could have seen the guy 
testifying in a bullet=proof vest.I quickly 
went to the bar and stocked up to have 
strength. 

.--cf„r.  
RRY S. FINLEY 


